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There is a distinctive policy,1 or what Westlake calls a 'strin-
gent domestic policy\2 adopted in this country to which the
application of a foreign law must always remain subject. Certain
heads of the domestic doctrine of public policy command such
respect, and certain foreign laws and institutions seem so re-
pugnant to English notions and ideals, that the English view
must prevail in proceedings in this country.
The occasional exclusion of a foreign law on this ground is Test for
no doubt inevitable, but the English domestic doctrine of ^J*
public policy covers a multitude of sins varying in their degree English
of turpitude, and it is essential to resist the suggestion that an P^IC
action on a transaction governed by a foreign lex causae must applicable
necessarily fail because it would have failed had the lex causae
been English. Judges in the past have now and then expressed
somewhat extravagant views on the matter. Thus, for instance,
in a restraint of trade case, Fry J. is reported as saying:
'It appears to me plain that this court will not enforce a contract
against the public policy of this country, wherever it may be made. It
seems to me almost absurd to suppose that the courts of this country
should enforce a contract which they consider to be against public policy
simply because it happens to be made somewhere else.'s
The implication of this is that every limb of the domestic
doctrine must apply in every action in England. This can
scarcely be so. The conception of public policy, is, or should be,
narrower and more limited in private international law than in
internal law. A transaction that is valid by its foreign lex
causae should not be nullified on this ground unless its enforce-
ment would offend some moral, social or economic principle
so sacrosanct in English eyes as to require its maintenance at
all costs and without exception. In the words of Cardozo J, in
a New York case:
*A right of action is property. If a foreign statute gives the right, the
mere fact that we do not give a like right is no reason for refusing to
help the plaintiff in getting what belongs to him. We are not so pro-
• vincial as to say that every solution of a problem is wrong because we
deal with it otherwise at home, . . . The courts are not free to refuse
to enforce a foreign right at the pleasure of the judges, to suit the
1	Wharton, Conflict of Laws (3rd ed.), vol. i, s. 4^1.
2	Westlake (yjthed.), p. 51.
3	Rousilton v^Rousilton (1880), 14. Ch.D. 351, 369. Actually the governing
law in the circumstances of the case was English law. Therefore, of course, the
domestic doctrine applied.

